Sensory Items

Resistance Workout Bands

Take your workout anywhere with these latex free pre-tied bands. No bulky handles - the loops provide a comfortable and easy way to control a workout. Great for proprioceptive input for upper and lower extremities. Use as a "warm-up" for shoulder stability prior to fine motor and handwriting tasks.

Cando® Latex Free Band 6 Yard Pack

Cando® No Latex Band is specially formulated to mimic the stretch characteristics of latex band. No Latex Cando® band is easily identifiable by the checkered pattern on its packaging. Cando® band is used for rehabilitation, conditioning and training. Each band may be used independently, or as a part of a progressive rehabilitation program. Bands are color-coded to resistance level.

Pop Toobs

Can be popped, stretched, bent, and connected together. Provides tactile stimulation, fine motor skills and auditory feedback.

Tactile Sensory Ball

This very cool Tactile Sensory Ball is covered with hundreds of small bumps making regular exercise ball activities even more stimulating! Working on the ball strengthens core muscles, body awareness, balance and attention.
**Tactile Sensory Bean Bags**

The size makes them extra fun to throw and catch. Great for providing tactile input.

**Tactile Ball 3 Inch**

Extreme spikes on these tactile balls provide for intense tactile input. Try using them for an awesome deep pressure massage. The small bumps on these balls also make them super easy to catch!

**Animal Massagers**

Calm tension and wake up tired muscles with the vibrating Pet Massagers. Stimulating and fun, just press the button for a vigorous massage.

**Bubber Putty and Modeling Compound**

Helps build grip strength in children and adults. Discover the joy of carving in a soft compound that leaves clean, sharp lines and amazing imprints. This soft compound is perfect for small and big kids and stimulates their fine motor skills.

**Conversation starter - Every day conversation flip cards**

Children practice conversation in simple steps. They learn the flow of information continues about the same topic. These are not learned social scripts. They teach spontaneous conversation as the child fills in the blanks.

**Fleece Weighted Vest**

Fleece Weighted Vest for boys and girls. Ideal for fall, winter, and spring as it keeps kids warm, cozy and secure. Get a warm, calming hug -- and look cool too! Can’t even tell that it's weighted. Weighted vests can be used to calm and provide great sensory input for children, as the weight functions as a reassuring deep hug.
**Weighted Blanket**

This beautifully crafted weighted blanket is soft, calming, affordable - AND cold water machine washable! Blanket weighs a total of 5 solid pounds with the weight distributed evenly throughout the material.

**Economy Slant Board Large**

Made of durable corrugated plastic, this slant board collapses to a thickness of just 3/4" and is very light. It has plastic clamps that hold paper in place and includes non-slip "feet." Use for writing or holding materials. Great for traveling and can easily be stacked and stored in a classroom.

**Autism Movement Therapy® Instructional DVD**

Autism Movement Therapy® combines structured movement with music connecting the left & right hemispheres of the brain for a whole brain" cognitive re-mapping approach. This innovative and creative new approach is the perfect solution for working with your child or student and assisting in the way that they interact with their peers, works in groups, and perform academically in the classroom.

**Disc O Sit Cushion**

Disc 'o' Sit Air Cushion is an inflatable dynamic cushion, mimicking both the movement and shape of the Gymnic exercise balls in any seat. It can also be used on the floor for balance training, and strengthening of the lower extremities. The more inflated the more movement.
Learn With Yoga: ABC Yoga Cards for Kids

Combines the restorative and calming benefits of yoga with the powerful techniques of learning through movement. This set of cards is an innovative combination of yoga postures and language development activities written specifically for preschool to early elementary aged children.

Balance Board

It’s large enough to sit on or use in a kneeling position. The top has an Anti-slip base design with a sensory stimulation surface. Made from lightweight molded plastic.

Air Pump

For use with inflatable balls or seats

Pressure Vest

This vest is made from neoprene to be exceptionally strong and adjustable to the amount of pressure needed. With the vest it primarily provides deep pressure more evenly across the body. The pressure is known to help reduce the response to stimuli. This vest is often tolerated more than a weighted vest because it is very light weight and most don’t notice it is on.